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Abstract.
Generation Z is coming of age in the digital era where computer technology and
mobile devices have become very common. They are accustomed to computer
keyboards and touchscreens rather than pens and paper. The ability to write on digital
devices such as smartphones, tablets, or laptops has replaced much of the need for
writing by hand. However, handwriting is a fundamental skill in literacy upgrades. This
descriptive qualitative research explores how efforts to handwriting habituate Gen Z in
enhancing literacy using the brainwriting method. The retrieval data methods used are
observation, interviews, and literature analysis involving student samples with specific
criteria. The study’s results indicate several factors of the respondents who infrequently
write by hand, the exploration of the use of the brainwriting method, and its impact on
the success of literacy among them. The outputs such as enhanced critical thinking,
creativity, and communication that is not unilaterally dominated.
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1. Introduction

The presence of technology is affecting darting alterations which can ease various
aspects in our lives, the sophistication can be found of smartphone utilization with
various features and application. Even internet users use cellular phone devices -
smartphones (Indonesia Digital Report, 2022) to meet their daily needs compared to
accessing

According to Badan Pusat Statistik (BPS), the growth of using Information and Com-
munication Technology (ICT) in Indonesia is experiencing significant growth. Amount
population who are using smartphones continues to increase, in the year of 2019 there is
63,53 percent followed by the year of 2020 reaching 62,84 percent. In the year of 2022
recorded 67,88 percent majority population in Indonesia already using smartphones.
This number is increase if it is compared with the condition in the year of 2021 which
reaches 65,87 percent.
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Figure 1: Smartphone users in Indonesia. (Source: Badan Pusat Statistik, 2022).

Snoop the proportion of smartphone ownership from various groupings such as
differences of region, age, gender, and others. Based on statistical results from Pusat
Penelitian dan Pengembangan Aplikasi Informatika and Informasi Komunikasi Republik
Indonesia (Puslitbang Aptika and IKP, in 2022) Kementerian Komunikasi dan Informatika
Republik Indonesia, which are interesting for researchers that’s presentation for using
smartphones based on the age aspect is obtained that between 9 – 19 years old
indicate the high-enough point. The golden age is the golden era of humans. This age
is an important period for someone’s growth, not from physical aspect only, but from
cognitive skills up to mental health (Ebi CCH, 2017).

Figure 2: Amount Smartphone Users in Indonesia By the Age (Source : Puslitbang Aptika IKP
Kominfo, 2022).

The massive impact from the attendance of smartphones for the golden age gener-
ation, one of which is decline in their activity, is handwriting directly. Handwriting may
look like an archaic activity that is no longer relevant. However, handwriting has values
and benefits which are still special in this modern era. Generation Zillennial (Generation
Z) Culture, which was born around in the middle of 1990s and in the first of 2010s
(Herawati et al., 2022), marked by unique characteristics that formed by the digital era,
globalization, and social norm’s change. Comprehending and writing about the culture
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of Generation Z needs a different approach because it includes some perspectives,
values, and trends.

Nonetheless the technology has given a lot of ease to access information, literacy is
stay become the key skills of ability that must be mastered by the Generation Z. Literacy
not only encompasses the ability of reading and writing (UNESCO on FD Lestari, 2021),
but also the ability of critical thinking, analyzing, and compiled ideas clearly. Therefore,
there is a seriousness to consider about how to habituate handwriting, so that the
relevance can increase Generation Z literacy culture in this digital era.

From the background, the researchers can propound the problem formulation that
is “How the effort of the handwriting habituate in improving Generation Z’s literacy
ability with brainwriting method”. The purpose of this study is to understand the brief
description of brainwritingmethods to improve the handwriting habits in Generation Z’s
circle.

2. Methods

This research is using a qualitative approach which yields the data descriptively, so that
enables the author to develop the research from the obtained data result (Moleong,
2018). The data retrieval which is used is a survey, interview, and literature analysis
implicating the representative sample. In this research which become the research
subject is a person who can give obvious and in-depth information wise. Sample
determination not based on statistical counting. The chosen sample function as to
get maximum information, not generalized (Sugiyono, 2016).

Consequently, determined retrieval research subjects are using a purposive tech-
nique which is retrieval of the data source with certain consideration, suitable for the
researcher criteria. Those criteria that is: Semester 1 (one) college student batch of
2023/2024 Scholar Program of Adab and Cultural Sciences Faculty UIN Sunan Kalijaga
Yogyakarta which have age among 17 (seventeen) until 22 (twenty-two) years; pass
activity of Learning Socialization for New College Student; Representative of all Study
Program in Adab and Cultural Sciences Faculty UIN Sunan Kalijaga. Based on the
criteria above, so the research subject needed by researcher come from 4 (four) Study
Program that is College Student of Library Science, Arabic Literature, English Literature,
and Historical Islamic Culture.
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3. Results and Discussion

Such as cited from (Shaturaev, 2019), during the last one decade, a big research
(Berninger & Swanson, 1994; Grahamet al., 1997) has investigated the role of handwriting
in the writing process and the findings result are very interesting. The handwriting is
not just motoric activity, but considered as a “language thru the hand” The findings
from this research showing that orthographic element and memory.

Based on the result of research done by Karen Ray, et al. in the article entitled
The Relationship of Handwriting Ability and Literacy in Kindergarten: A System-

atic Review, strong evidence has been discovered that a facile handwriting abil-
ity affects the letters and sound knowledge. Moreover, there is evidence which
laced ability to write letters with spelling, reading a word, and phonological skill.
This result supports the idea that handwriting skills have benefit impact on liter-
acy.

Literacy is based on the traditional concept that individuals who have literacy’s skill
are who can read and write (Irianto & Febrianti, 2017). Despite literacy definitions
having developed in a row with the advance of technology and change in how
we have interacted with information, the foundation of reading and writing stay
become an important pillar in literacy culture. Reading skills enable individuals to
access various sources of information, while writing skills are enable to convey
thought and their ideas effectively. In the digital era which is filled with online infor-
mation (in the network), this skill stays relevant, while literacy also covers skills
to criticize, understand, and actively participate in digital environments which are
complex.

In this study, the literacy which become research object specialized for Generation Z,
born on year 2000s and brought up at year 2010s era, is a unique group in the history
because they growth in the period who witnessed by most profound change in this
modern era. Generation Z grows up when technology develops so fast, such as web,
internet, smartphone, laptop, and digital media, (Dangmei et al.,2016) has become an
essential part of their daily life.

They are the generation who have unlimited access to information, until Generation
Z many a time called Generation C, which one of them means “connected”, as a
representative from “connected to the internet” (Dolot, 2018) or connected with internet
globally. This is because their growth period is accompanied with digital transformation,
which has also constituted the way they interact, study, and participate in literacy culture
who are competent with the advancement of technology.
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Figure 3: Brain Development along human life according to Thompson and Nelson (Source:
Bick and Nelson, 2015).

In an article, (Thompson & Nelson, 2001) give the best illustration about human
brain development along with their life until elderly. That infographic describes several
important events in the development and mechanism of brain work when receiving and
forwarding stimulation to the nerve center, then controlling that information to produce
the human body response. This case covers what happens when a baby is still in the
womb, such as formation of the neural tube and cells movement on the brain. Besides
that, the graphic also shows the important stage after a child is 3 years old, just like
synapses development and myelination. On the graphic also highlight the synapses
forming which influenced by experience and the growth of nerve cells in the crucial
area of brain which called hippocampus along the someone life.

Human brain development is a process which is very complex, with various primary
stages in understanding the way functioned brain and interaction with the world around.
Several research such as cited from (Shaturaev, 2019) above shows that hand usage,
especially on handwriting form, not just mere motor activity, but also is a brain com-
munication tool. Orthographic elements and the skill of remembering letters evidenced
have a significant role in the handwriting process, even beyond than motoric skills role.

Other than that, brain development also includes another important events, such
as synapses forming, myelination, and the growth of nerve cells in the area like a
hippocampus, which all of this influential at the cognitive skill and human comprehension
about the world around. The combined research about handwriting and the brain
developmental understanding overall give deeper insights about complexity of the
human brain and how the experience and genetic factor plays the role in the formation.

If someone’s brain is trained and developed for do the writing activity from an early
age, then their writing habituation potential can be developed maximally. Habituation is
an action which runs on a routine basis and repeatedly (Marwiyati, 2020). This concept
describes how someone, through their habits, carries out the activity without long
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thinking needed, because that activity has become an attached part of their routine.
This habit is the result of action taken consistently until it becomes a pattern which runs
without much thought effort, because it has become a norm in daily life.

Researchers do the observation and interview some respondents. Interview guide-
lines which become the researcher handle, is transcripted at this table:

Table 1: Interview Guidelines.

No QUESTION

1. Do you often do handwriting? If yes, how often do you do it?

2. What is the reason for you to do handwriting?

3. What is your impression when you do handwriting compared to writing using
an electronic device?

4. Do you feel that handwriting influences the way you think or remember
information?

5. How has technology usage such as cell phones and computers has influenced
handwriting habits?

6. Do you feel there is a certain situation where handwriting is more effective or
more important than using electronic devices?

7. Have you heard or seen an adult person or the previous generation which have
a handwriting habit? What can you learn from their experience?

8. Write it by hand, anything which appears in your mind now!

Source: Research data processing, 2023

Respondents have a variety background of reasons that affect their abilities with
handwriting. However, it is important to remember that this generalization and invalid
for each individual in Generation Z. There are crucial factors that impact and make them
not very enthusiastic to do handwriting, including:

1. Digital Technology

Generation Z’s growth has matured in this era when computer technology and
mobile devices are common. The respondents are more familiar with computer
keyboard and touchscreen than pen and paper. The ability to write on digital
devices like smartphones, tablets, or laptops is already replacing almost all of the
necessities of handwriting.

2. Quick Communication

Generation Z is inclined to habitual by quick communication through messages
text, email, and social media. It enables them to communicate efficiently without
a long handwriting. Message text is usually more practical than writing letters or
handnotes.

3. Digitalization of Education
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The education system, even if it is in Indonesia or international class, has signif-
icantly changed with digitalization. Digital textbooks, laptops, and other devices
that are used for education decrease the habit of handwriting in an academic
context.

4. Decreasing Handwriting Skill

There are a handful of users who do handwriting and it causes Generation Z not
to have habitual writing repetitive time frequency, routinely or periodically even
for a long time period, as a consequence, they cannot have handwriting ability. It
can make them feel unpleasant, not have self-confidence, and not have a skill for
manual writing.

5. Efficiency Preference

The respondents are inclined to find more efficient ways to solve their jobs. In
many cases, typing on digital devices can be faster and more practical instead of
handwriting, especially with a lot of intelligent and sophisticated applications avail-
able on their smartphones, it can solve their assessment and academic problems
clearly, and the correctness is validated by the academic practitioners.

Figure 4: Design of the Increase of Literation. (Source: Researcher Infographic, 2023).

The habit of handwriting cannot be facile instantly but with exercise, practice, and
accustomed to it. This problem should have a solution in order for literation in Generation
Z can be enhanced, the one that can be attempted is the utilization of the brainwriting

method. Brainwriting is a method that can incline each individual to describe their ideas
or concepts in writing (Sumartini & Hernawan, 2019). The purpose of the handwriting
technique is to form or develop ideas in writing (Haryadi, 2019).

The brainwriting method is one of the creative techniques used to produce ideas and
solutions whether individually, collaborated, or team group. This technique can express
the ideas about the main problem or something else in writing that was developed
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by scientists at Battelle Institute in Frankfurt, Germany (Michalko, 2004). This method
resembles brainstorming but has some important differences such as anonymities and
iterative, in which the surroundings do not know who the writer of the specific ideas
and there is an improvement if there is a broken message.

Here is the guidance to apply the brainwriting technique for generation Z: First of all is
preparing the group, make sure the group consists of members that have backgrounds,
skills, or interests that are relevant to the project or the problems to solve. After that is the
writing identity step anonymously, but it is optional. This option can do for some cases,
it means they cannot know who is the creator of the specific ideas. It can decrease the
obstacles that may appear if somebody feels shy or frightened to talk;

The third step is explaining briefly the purposes of this session and the rules so that
all of the members understand that the focus of the session is creating ideas in writing,
without any criticism and ascertaining that the writing can be read by other people;
The next is determining format, select the writing format that will be used, for example,
each members have specific paper colors, or added sticky note to share idea in writing;
Decide the theme or questions that will be the focus problem or narration that want
to answered, this can be open-ended questions or specific questions such as “How
can you increase your experiences as library users?” or “Write the ideas to promote
the library’s services! Do not forget to make sure that there is a time estimated, set the
time limit for each step. For example, 5-10 minutes to create the idea for the first phase,
the middle, and the final. As for the writing scheme here will be done step-by-step
successively, not directly executed;

Figure 5: Students finish writing their ideas. (Source: Researcher documentation,2023).
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The next process that is most important is brainwriting, during this step, each mem-

ber must write their ideas that are suitable to the theme or the selected questions.

Encourage them to write their ideas as much as possible in a given time; From their

exchange ideas, ask the member to change the paper or share with their friends. After

that, the members who got the notes can construct the ideas or add new ideas based

on preconceived ideas.

If it is missing out, repeat the previous step or several times as needed. This step

is iteration because it can enrich their idea and can give a different perspective; After

some iteration, the next is the evaluation step in which the group discusses their ideas.

The next step is choosing the most interesting or relevant ideas to be implemented; The

last step is further action, where after choosing the ideas, they can decide to implement

the ideas in a project or a suitable solution.

This method has been tested 3 times in meetings by the researchers with the

respondents. The impact of brainwriting to increase literation can aid them in col-

laboration effectively to produce creative ideas and solutions for various problems. It

gives a chance for Generation Z to contribute equally, in order to solve the problems of

domination bias in groups that happens oftentimes in traditional brainstormingmethods,

they can express their ideas without any pressure to appear in public.

In the brainwriting method, handwriting activity is the one of basic abilities in litera-

tion, there is significant relevance with the literation increase, the handwriting process

enables them to develop the ability of text comprehension, vocabulary increase, and

increase the ability of critical thinking. These points can increase the comprehension

and retention of information written by someone. Practice handwriting involves many

different brain areas that can help in increasing cognitive ability and motoric increase.

In point of fact, handwriting is still needed in daily life, out of education context. In

spite of the technology has changed their way of communicating, there is an extant

situation which in Generation Z needs to express themselves with their handwriting,

such as making personal notes, applying forms, and writing greeting cards.

For the last, handwriting is a homage to the culture and tradition. Handwriting is

an important section from human history. Therefore, keeping this ability is the way to

preserve our cultural heritage.
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4. Conclusion

Although there is a decrease in handwriting within Generation Z circle, many individuals

in this generation still respect the handwriting art. Important to remember, that hand-

writing skill with brainwriting method can decrease if not familiarized routinely. There

is pleasure and various excellence in handwriting in the digital era, Among others,

brain memory becomes better, creativity stimulation (scribble, drawing) and is able to

strengthen the social bonds so that it appears in-deep connection than just sending

the digital message.

Because Generation Z is not the monolithic group, and the individuals in this gener-

ation may have experience and different perspectives. When doing study about Gen-

eration Z habits, researchers make an effort to still be open to variety and complexity,

as well as using empathy in their research to ensure accurate drawing

about values and their lifestyle. Therefore, in the literacy culture, keeping the balance

among handwriting and using technology or mobile devices is a key to maintain the

effective handwriting skill while still follow the technology development.
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